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Relyance AI enables organizations to match the speed of privacy and compliance operations to the speed of engineering and 
business operations. Data protection and trust go far beyond borders, organizations, and teams. Relyance AI is not just shifting left–
it’s flipping the approach to data protection on its head by leveraging machine learning to build a global, cross-functional, 
comprehensive solution to seamlessly manage privacy, data governance, and legal operations. Built by domain experts, Relyance AI 
is the only data protection platform that offers privacy at the code level–without the intrusion. 
 
What Makes Relyance AI Different? 
Relyance AI’s core differentiators are quick implementation time, automation, code and contract integrations, and intelligent 
insights. Competing solutions rely on manual workflow solutions or require excessive data access, and do not offer real-time 
visibility into how applications process personal and sensitive data. 
 

Live Data Inventory & Map 
Relyance AI integrates with existing infrastructure monitoring 
tools to generate a dynamic data inventory and map. This 
automated process eliminates surveys and spreadsheets to 
determine what infrastructure processes personal and sensitive 
data and provides live views of data in motion and data at rest. 
Relyance AI does not store underlying customer or user data to 
create the Live Data Inventory & Map. 

Data Subject Request Management 
The Data Subject Requests module is highly configurable and 
helps customers automate privacy rights management for data 
subjects. After collecting data subject requests via a customer-
branded privacy portal, the module searches through systems 
and compiles, deletes, and/or exports relevant data for the data 
subject.  

Continuous, Automated Contract & Policy Analysis 
Relyance AI integrates with contract lifecycle management 
software to continuously scan the organization’s contracts and 
policies, identifying legal provisions relevant to the 
organization’s privacy compliance program while comparing 
them to your operational reality.  

Automated Universal ROPAs Generation 
Our patent pending Universal ROPAs module generates ROPAs 
for third-party vendors and internal services that are designed 
to work across all jurisdictions. Relyance AI also provides 
visibility into sub-processors, termination clauses, sensitive 
data types, and other critical privacy metrics needed for a 
robust privacy program. 

5 Hours to Value - Relyance AI’s streamlined implementation means less than 5 hours to a continuous, automated global data 
map and data inventory, along with data-driven business insights. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“We chose Relyance AI because it had an amazing data map solution that, with a few lines of code, 
helped us map our data flows and confirm what systems we were using, with minimal integration time 
required by our engineers.” 

- Priya Sanger 
Deputy General Counsel, Patreon 
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The Relyance AI Live Data Inventory & Map provides a real-time, always up-to-date 

 view of applications and what data the applications are processing. 
 
Intelligent Insights & Alerts 
The Intelligent Insights module automates time-consuming document discovery processes to deliver continuous compliance 
management and monitoring. We alert you to potential issues such as outdated frameworks like Privacy Shield and the former 
Standard Contractual Clauses, and indicate the level of urgency to help privacy and compliance teams quickly prioritize action items. 
 
Data Protection Assessments 
This module, which includes Assessments for: Privacy Impact, Data Protection, Transfer Impact, as well as Legitimate Interests and 
others, automates the creation and maintenance of these Assessments by prefilling up to 70% of the required information with up-
to-date intelligence from the data inventory, data map, ROPAs, and other proprietary Relyance AI technology, saving time and 
dramatically reducing errors. 
 
Third-Party Data, Risk, & Lifecycle Management 
Approximately 70% of data breaches are connected to third-party data processing activities. Relyance AI tracks and manages the 
entire data lifecycle held by vendors and third parties, so you're not caught off guard. In addition to automatically generating and 
maintaining Records of Processing (ROPAs), our Vendor Data Lifecycle Management module scans contracts and agreements to 
surface important clauses surrounding security, agreement termination, and ROPAs throughout the supply chain.  
 
Shift Left in the Technology 
A single line of code added to the CI/CD pipeline enables the Relyance Compliance Inspector to perform intelligent, read-only source 
code scanning while products are building. The Inspector illuminates which data is processed as well as how  and where data flows 
between internal services, microservices, databases, warehouses, analytics tools, and third-party vendors. 

 
 
 
 

 

“Relyance AI really helped us understand where we might have gaps within our contracts processes based on the data that we’re 
gathering from our providers. We are now able to correlate and say, “Are we meeting our GDPR and CCPA obligations with the 
vendors that we have in place?” 

Shahzeb Jiwani 
Director of Security & Compliance, Dialpad 


